
  

MILEXPRO - The new standard for ruggedized 19`` transit cases 

 

MILEXPRO is the newest generation of robust transit cases for the transport of sensitive electronics, IT 

and measuring systems. It combines high value in shortening the integration time of your hardware and 

easy access during transport or in operations. 

The features of the MILEX stay and thus the stacking compatibility is possible with other MILEX cases.  
You choose the position and type of closure. The closing system is unique and supported by a revolving 
frame system, which is closed within itself and guided in the X- & Y- xis thus centralizing the cover 
automatically.  
 

The main advantages are 

Long lasting shelf life 

The lifetime of the integrated product is increased due to improved and innovative mechanical features 

of the MILEXPRO supported by the centuries of Know How and experience in the manufacturing of 

aluminum cases for transport of sensitive goods under most extreme environmental conditions.  

Optimal protection and flexibility 

 In operation the user is equipped with maximal protection through a fundamentally improved case 

construction which protects even better against shock and vibration. 

The individual choice of shock mounts offers a universal usage of the MILEXPRO. The shock mounts 

can be changed easily on the fly if necessary later in operations if a different payload is mounted in 

the case due to the profile enforced shock mount carrier plates . 

Through the separated sealing and HF-shielding system there is always an environmental protection 

and the HF-shielding can optionally be added later on if needed. 

Cost savings 

The enormous reduction in integration time and thus cost savings is unique due to the entire removal 

of the internal chassis. The possibility to warehouse cases and chassis separately also reduces the 

amount of storage space and, as a plus, helps prevent scratching of the case in the integration phase. 

Due to the free access of the chassis an optimal cable management is secured. Time saving through 

clean and efficient integration management is possible. 

 - We securely pack your goods in any case around the world 
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